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H I G H L I G H T S

• A large format pouch cell over a wide range of ambient temperatures is characterised.

• The full parameter-set for the model are provided.

• Power and capacity significantly drop by decreasing the ambient temperature.

• The battery optimal operating range is between 25°C - 35°C .
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A B S T R A C T

A 1D electrochemical-thermal model is developed to characterise the behaviour of a 53 Ah large format pouch
cell with LiNixMnyCo1-x-yO2 (NMC) chemistry over a wide range of operating conditions, including: continuous
charge (0.5C-2C), continuous discharge (0.5C-5C) and operation of the battery within an electric vehicle (EV)
over an urban drive-cycle (WLTP Class 3) and for a high performance EV being driven under track racing
conditions. The 1D model of one electrode pair is combined with a 3D thermal model of a cell to capture the
temperature distribution at the cell scale. Performance of the model is validated for an ambient temperature
range of 5°C–45°C . Results highlight that battery performance is highly dependent on ambient temperature. By
decreasing the ambient temperature from 45 °C to 5 °C, the available energy drops by 17.1% and 7.8% under
0.5C and 5C discharge respectively. Moreover, the corresponding power loss is found to be: 5.23% under the race
cycle as compared with 7.57% under the WLTP drive cycle. Formulation of the model is supported by a com-
prehensive set of experiments, for quantifying key parameters and for model validation. The full parameter-set
for the model is provided ensuring the model is a valuable resource to underpin further research.

1. Introduction

Lithium ion (Li-ion) batteries play a key role in emerging electric
vehicles (EVs) and hybrid electric vehicles (HEVs) due to their high
energy and high power density [1]. It has been widely reported that
many of the battery characteristics such as cycle life, reliability, cost,
and in particular energy and power density are highly affected by the
operating temperature [2,3]. The choice of the cell as well as the en-
ergy/power requirement of the pack, define the framework for de-
signing the thermal management system (TMS) [4]. The primary
function of the TMS is to regulate the battery temperature within the
optimum range, typically defined to be between 15 and 35 °C [5,6], and
to ensure battery safety and durability [5,6]. Higher temperatures im-
prove the performance of li-ion batteries due to temperature

dependency of the electrochemical parameters which result in lower
internal resistance. However, higher ambient temperatures are known
to accelerate the degradation rate due to increased side reactions within
the cell [6,7]. Conversely, low temperatures deteriorate cell perfor-
mance mainly due to the reduced reaction kinetics resulting a high
internal resistance [5,6,8]. The impact of low temperature operation is
known to become more severe during periods of high current charging
or “fast charging” that may result in the onset of lithium plating [9].
Many studies in recent years have focused on analysing the thermal
behaviour of the batteries [10]. For example the impact of geometry
and position of the tabs on the temperature gradient of a 10 Ah and 75
Ah has been discussed in Refs. [11,12]. Kim et al. [13] investigated the
thermal behaviour of a 14.6 Ah pouch cell under 1C, 3C and 5C at 25°C.
Taheri et al. [14] used a 2D electro-thermal approach to develop a
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reliable model for a 20 Ah NMC prismatic cell. Wu at al. [15] extended
their research, combining a 2D electro-thermal with a 3D thermal
model and applied it for a 25 Ah pouch cell. They discuss the tab heat
generation as the main source for the temperature non-uniformity
throughout the battery. Samba et al. [16] developed a 2D thermal
model of a 45 Ah cell considering radiation effects, and detailed tab
heat generation. Murashko at al. [17] coupled an equivalent electrical
circuit with a 3D thermal model and validated their model against
experimental data for a 60 Ah pouch cell at 25°C ambient temperature
for a 1C, 3C and 5C current discharge. Bazinski at al. [18] developed an
analytical model to predict the heat generation of a 14.5 Ah LFP cell
under different discharge rates.

Even though the topic of thermal modelling of li-on batteries has
been broadly investigated, relatively few researchers within the litera-
ture have investigated the impact of ambient temperature over a wide
range and most of them are limited to 25°C ambient temperature. In
addition, simple lumped parameter models, such as those presented in
Refs. [19,20], cannot provide sufficient details regarding power/capa-
city loss under different drive cycles/ambient conditions. To capture it,

higher fidelity models, such as electrochemical models are required.
Examples of electrochemical-thermal models validated at 25°C can be
seen in Ref. [15] for a 2.3 Ah LFP cylindrical 26650 type cell operating
up to 10C, a 10 Ah cylindrical LFP (a commercial type 38120) cell
operating up to 2C [21], a 3D model of 10 Ah LFP pouch cell [22], a
15.7 Ah LiMn2O4/graphite pouch cell operating up to 5C [23,24] and a
3D thermal-electrochemical model for a single layer 45 Ah LFP pouch
cell operating up to 4C [25]. As mentioned despite the importance of
the ambient temperature only a few studies considered it. Smith et al.
[26] developed a mathematical model coupling the1D electrochemical
model to the lumped thermal model. They employed temperature de-
pendent electrochemical properties in their model through application
of the Arrhenius expression. Their model was validated for a 6 Ah, LCO/
graphite lithium ion battery at 1C charge and discharge. They have also
adapted the single cell model to model a battery pack containing 72
serially connected cells and the heat generation for a range of driving
cycles and operating temperatures (e.g. −15 to 65°C). Wu et al. [27]
developed a similar model using the same electrochemical parameters
as in Ref. [26] and employed the model for investigation of the load

Nomenclature

List of symbols

Asurf surface area of the cell (m2)
Atab cross sectional area of the tab (m2)
as reaction surface area
bruggn Bruggeman porosity exponent
C +Li concentration ( −mol m )3 
Cp heat capacity (J −kg K( . ) 1  )
D diffusion coefficient ( −m s2 1  )
Eact activation energy
F Faraday's constant ( −C mol 1  )
h heat transfer coefficient W m K( /( . )2 )
I current load (A)
Ipair current of a single-pair electrode (A)
ie ionic current density ( −A m 2  )

electronic current density ( −A m 2  )
i0 exchange current density ( −A m 2  )
jLi reaction current density ( −A m 2  )
k thermal conductivity ( −W m K. ( . ) 1)
ki reaction rate ( − −m mol s2.5 0.5 1)
L thickness of the electrode μm( )
Npairs number of electrode-pairs
Q heat generation W( )
q volumetric heat generation ( −W m 3)

′′q the heat flux at the exposed cell surface
R resistance of the current collector (Ω)
Rc contact resistance between the current collecting tab and

the lead wire (Ω)
Runi universal gas constant − −J mol K( )1 1 
RSEI resistance of the SEI layer ( −cmΩ. 2)
r radial coordinate in spherical particle (μm)
rp particle radius μm( )
T temperature °C
t time (s)
tdif diffusion time (s)
tdis discharge time (s)
+t 0 transference number

Uref i, open circuit potential of the electrodes
UOCV open circuit voltage of the cell
Vt terminal voltage
x local state of charge of the negative electrode
y local state of charge of the positive electrode

Greek letters

α symmetry factor
δcell capacity of a cell Ah( )
ε volume fraction
η overpotential (V )
kD

eff diffusional conductivity −S m( )1 
σ electronic conductivity −S m( )1 
κ ionic conductivity −S m( )1 
ρ Density ( −kg m )3 , resistivity (Ω.m)
ϕ potential (V )
ψ a general parameter

Subscripts/superscripts

a anode
amb ambient
c cathode
cc current collector
e electrolyte
eff effective
elec electronic
f filler
irr irreversible
neg negative
pos positive
r reaction
rev reversible
s solid
sep separator
surf surface
x direction through the cell thickness
y direction along the cell width
z direction along the cell height

Terms and abbreviation

Al Aluminium
Cu Copper
exp experimental
OCV open circuit voltage
sim simulation
SOC state of charge
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imbalance within the parallel cells of a battery pack. Farag et al. [28]
succeeded to make a real-time prediction of a 26 Ah battery's core
temperature and terminal voltage employing a combined electro-
chemical, heat generation and thermal model. However, the details of
the electrochemical parameters have not been reported in their re-
search. The model was validated over a broad range of C-rates and
ambient temperatures (−25°C - 45°C), with± 80 mV accuracy for
terminal voltage and±2% error for the core temperature. As the
thermal model is in 1D their model is potentially well suited for real
time BMS applications. However, predicting the core temperature is not
sufficient for designing a TMS, as the temperature gradient within the
cell is arguably more crucial than the core temperature, especially when
it comes to large format cells. The topic of absolute cell temperature vs.
the impact temperature gradients is discussed further in Refs. [10,29].
But still there is lack of information on how these two are related under
different operating conditions.

For EV applications, large format batteries with high energy and
high power densities are more desirable as they extend EV driving
range and also provide a more compact design for the pack [30].
However, large format batteries are more susceptible to a larger tem-
perature gradient within the battery surface due to longer heat paths

that may cause localised degradation [31]. The performance of large
format batteries common to EV applications has not been extensively
reported within the literature, with most studies focussed on simulating
either lower capacity cells (typically: 10.5–14 Ah) or smaller form-
factor cells [32]. Whereas choosing the right cell size for EV application
is still a challenge as relative merits of large format cells are not well
known [4,11]. Moreover, the models discussed within the literature are
often only validated over a constant charge or discharge not using real
world duty cycles. The impact of ambient temperature on the capacity
fade, or power loss of a cell in real world scenarios has equally not been
widely discussed. Even though such detailed information is vital for safe
operation, extended lifetime of the cells, battery thermal management
system and final cost of a battery pack and therefore cannot be ignored,
noting that these are currently challenges to be overcome for com-
mercialisation of EVs. Finally, derivation of the electrochemical para-
meters of the cell is often missing with researchers using data-sets from
literature, where the provenance is not well defined and often resorting
to using multiple sets of parameters from different sources to para-
meterise their models.

The contribution of this paper is therefore twofold. Firstly, it pro-
vides a validated modelling and simulation framework to study the

Fig. 1. (a) The schematic of the cell manufactured by XALT ENERGY, (b) Coupling of the 1D electrochemical-1D thermal model with the 3D thermal model.
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electrical and thermal performance of large format pouch cells under
real-world EV conditions, where variations in the ambient temperature
on available cell energy capacity and power can be quantified. For the
first time, a model is developed and validated employing real world
duty cycles, including aggressive driving conditions, across a wide
range of ambient temperatures (5–45°C ) in addition to conventional
methods of constant charge and discharge. Further, through a com-
prehensive experimental programme, a full parameter set for the model
is defined and presented which is quite novel. This differentiates the
developed model from the other models that currently exist in literature
which employ parameters from different sources, which may not be
relevant to the actual cell studied. Therefore, the model and under-
pinning parameterisation data are a valuable resource to other re-
searchers seeking to design their own electrochemical-thermal models
for both cell and system level analysis.

The study is structured as follows, Section 2 discusses the mathe-
matical model including the 1D electrochemical-thermal model and the
3D thermal model. Section 3 defines the complete data set for the
model, Section 4 and 5 present the experimental set up required for
model characterisation and validation. Section 6 presents the reference
model validated against the experimental data. Further work and con-
clusions are discussed in sections 7 and 8 respectively.

2. Model formulation

The electrochemical-thermal model within this study is based on the
Pseudo Two-Dimensional (P2D) battery model which is a common
approach for modelling li-ion batteries [33,34]. A battery cell consists
of a different number of electrode pairs. The representative domain for
the coupled 1D electrochemical-thermal model consists of one pair in-
cluding a negative current collector, negative electrode, separator, po-
sitive electrode and a positive current collector. A P2D model solves for
five variables namely; lithium concentration in the solid (Cs), and
electrolyte phase (C )e , along with potential in the solid (ϕs), electrolyte
phase (ϕe) and volumetric reaction current ( jLi), employing charge
conservation, mass conservation, electrochemical kinetics and energy
conservation equations [22,27]. Additional outputs from the model are
terminal voltage (Vt), generated heat (Q), battery state of charge (SOC)
and temperature (°C). In the is study, first the 1D electrochemical
model is coupled with a 1D thermal model, hence the temperature
dependency of the electrochemical parameters is considered when
solving the electrochemical equations. The reason for coupling the
electrochemical model with a 1D thermal model is to reduce the com-
putational cost. Further the developed 1D electrochemical – 1D thermal

model for one pair from step 1 is combined with a 3D thermal model of
a cell sequentially in order to capture the temperature distribution in
the cell scale. In essence, the 1D electrochemical-thermal model pro-
vides a heat source (generated heat from a constant charge/discharge
cycle or a drive cycle) for the 3D thermal model in the cell level. The
schematic of the cell and coupling between the 1D and the 3D model of
the cell is depicted in Fig. 1. The total heat generation of the battery
applied in the 3D model (Q W( )D3 , can be evaluated by tabulating the
total volumetric heat generated form one electrode pair ( −q W m( )D1

3 as
follows:

= × × ×Q q N L AD D pairs surf3 1 (1)

where Npairs represents the number of electrode pairs in a cell, L is the
thickness of one pair and Asurf ( ×W Hact act), is the surface area of the
cell.

2.1. Cell specification

The li-ion batteries characterised in this study are commercial 53 Ah
large format pouch cells manufactured by XALT ENERGY. The anode is
made of graphite (LiC6) and the cathode chemistry is LiNixMnyCo1-x-yO2

(NMC). The lower and upper limit voltage during discharge and
charge are 2.7V and 4.2V respectively. The maximum C-rate is 5C for
continuous discharge and 2C for continuous charge, which is in ac-
cordance with the manufacturer's recommendation. The operating
temperature range is between -20°C and 60°C for discharge and be-
tween 0°C and 45°C for charge. The dimensions of the cell are
225mm×225mm×11.8 mm.

2.2. 1-D electrochemical model

The derivation of the electrochemical model is discussed in detail
within [35] for a 10 Ah LFP pouch cell and will therefore not be re-
peated here. For completeness, the governing equations and the
boundary conditions that represent the P2D model are listed in Table 1.

2.3. 3-D thermal model

As the dynamic performance of a battery cell is related to its tem-
perature, an accurate electrochemical-thermal model would assist in
the optimal design of the battery and underpins the development of an
efficient TMS. The 3D model geometry contains one cell with both tabs,
as shown in Fig. 1. The bulk layer approximation of the complete cell is
retained and the effective thermal properties of the bulk layer are

Table 1
Governing equations and boundary conditions for the P2D modelling framework.

Description Governing equations Boundary conditions

Current of one electrode pair = −Ipair
δcell C rate

Npairs

. (2)

Mass conservation: lithium in the solid phase =∂ ∂
∂

∂
∂( )rCs

dt
Ds
r r

Cs
r

( )
2

2 =∂
∂ =

0Cs
r r 0

− =∂
∂ =

Ds
Cs
r r rp

jLi

asF

(3)

Mass conservation: lithium in the electrolyte phase
= ∇ ∇ +∂ − +D C j. ( )εeCe

dt e
eff

e
t

F
Li( ) 1 0

=∂
∂ =

0Ce
x x Lcc neg,

=∂
∂ = −

0Ce
x x L Lcc pos,

(4)

Electronic charge balance: potential in the solid
phase

∇ ∇ =σ ϕ j( )eff
s

Li ==ϕ 0cc x 0 − ∇ = −=σ ϕ Icc cc x L pair∇ == +ϕ 0s x Lcc neg Lneg,

∇ == + +ϕ 0s x Lcc neg Lneg Lsep,

(5)

Electronic charge balance: potential in the
electrolyte Phase

∇ ∇ + ∇ ∇ + =k ϕ k lnC j( ) ( ) 0eff
e D

eff
e Li

=∂
∂ =

0ϕe
x x Lcc neg,

=∂
∂ = −

0ϕe
x x L Lcc pos,

(6)

Electrochemical Kinetics:
reaction current density

= ⎡⎣ ⎤⎦ − ⎡⎣− ⎤⎦{ }j a i exp η exp ηLi s
αaF
RT

αc F
RT0

(7)

Reaction surface area

= =
⎜ ⎟
⎛
⎝

− − ⎞
⎠as

εs
rP

εe εf

rp
3

1
(8)

Exchange current density = −i k C C C C( ) ( ) ( )i e αa surf max surf e αa surf e αc0 , , , (9)

Overpotential = − −η ϕ ϕ Ui s i e i ref i, , , (10)
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calculated based on this approximation through the use of literature
equations and available experimental data. The input for the heat
generation of the cell core comes from the electrochemical model. The
heat balance for the cell is derived by application of the energy con-
servation principle as:

⎜ ⎟
∂
∂

= ∂
∂

⎛
⎝

∂
∂

⎞
⎠

+ ∂
∂

⎛
⎝

∂
∂

⎞
⎠

+ ∂
∂

⎛
⎝

∂
∂

⎞
⎠

+ ′′′ρC T
t x

k T
x y

k T
y z

k T
z

qp x y z
(11)

where kx , ky, kz are the effective thermal conductivities along the x
(through the thickness), y (along the width) and z (along the height)
direction. The terms ρ and Cp represent the equivalent density and heat
capacity of the cell. ′′′q is the total volumetric heat generation within
the cell which, as discussed within [36,37], is assumed uniform
throughout the cell.

2.3.1. Heat source
The overall heat source of the cell (Q) is the result of the reversible

heat (Qrev), the irreversible heat (Qirr) and the heat generation of the
tabs (Qtab), as displayed below:

= + + = − − ∂
∂

+ +Q Q Q Q I U V I T U
T

R R I. ( ) . . ( ).irr rev tab OCV t
OCV

c
2

(12)

2.3.1.1. Reversible and irreversible heat source. The reversible heat of the
electrodes is due to entropy change and can be either positive or
negative [38–41]. A recent study reported that the entropy value is very
much dependent on the cell chemistry, for example LiCoO2 has a much
larger entropy variation compared to NMC or LiFePO4 (LFP) [42]. To
find the entropic coefficients, the open circuit potential (OCP)
measurement at different ambient temperatures is required [42–44].
However, the entropic terms used in this study are based on entropy
measurements for a full cell not the individual electrodes. The
irreversible heat (Qirr), is attributed to the total heat generated in the
electrodes, separators and current collectors as a result of
electrochemical reaction and ohmic (electronic and ionic) potential
drop. In general, Qirr includes both reaction heat (Q )r and ohmic heat
(Q )ohmic . The ohmic heat itself consists of ionic (Q )ohmic ionic, and
electronic (Qohmic elec, ). The irreversible heat can be evaluated as:

= + + = − −

+ ∇ ∇ +

Q Q Q Q j ϕ ϕ U

σ ϕ ϕ i σ i σ

( )

or / /

irr r ohmic ionic ohmic elec
Li

s e ref

eff
e e e

eff
s

eff

, ,

2 2 (13)

where ie and represent the ionic and electronic current density
respectively. The above equation is normally used for a detailed study
on the heat generation of different sources and its distribution inside a
cell [45]. However in a cell scale a more general term is often used [46]:

= −Q I U V. ( )irr OCV t (14)

which has the same value as Eq (13), and accounts for all the heat
generated in the cell as a result of electrochemical reaction or ohmic
(joule) heating.

In the absence of active cooling, the convective boundary condition
applied to the cell surface exposed to the ambient air is defined by:

′′ = −q h T T( )amb (15)

where h W m K( /( . )2 ) is the heat transfer coefficient, T is the surface
temperature of the cell and Tamb represents the ambient temperature
around the cell and ′′q the heat flux at the exposed cell surface. A h
value of 6 W m K( /( . )2 provided the best fit to the experimental data.
Similar approaches have been adopted in Refs. [11,47,48]. An insula-
tion condition is specified on the back of the cell.

2.3.1.2. Heat generation of the tabs. The generated heat in the tabs is
mainly due to ohmic resistance as well as a change of cross-section in
the tab area in contact with the current collector [25]. The schematic of

the cell geometry applied for the 3D model is presented in Fig. 1. The
dimensions of the cell ( ×H Wcell cell) are adjusted to account for the
active area ( ×H Wact act) of the cell contributing to the electrochemical
reaction. Likewise, the height of the tab is adjusted so that it matches
the cell height. The detailed dimensions of the cell are presented in
Section 3. The heat generation of the tabs (Qtab) is the result of ohmic
and electrical contact resistances and is defined as below:

= +Q R R I( ).tab c
2 (16)

where R (Ω) is the resistance of the current collector and Rc (Ω) denotes
the electrical contact resistance between the current collecting tab and
the lead wire which connects the cell to the battery cycler [15]. It
should be noted that except for the edge of the current collecting tab
contacting with the lead wire, Rc is zero and the heat generation is only
due to the ohmic resistance [49]. R is dependent on the tab dimensions
and tab material and is defined by Refs. [15,17]:

=R ρ
h
A

tab eff

tab eff

,

, (17)

where ρ m(Ω. ) is the resistivity, h m( )tab eff, and A m( )tab eff,
2 define the

height and effective cross section area of the tab respectively. It is
noteworthy that, Atab eff, accounts for the area of the tab in all the layers
inside the cell and therefore is calculated as:

= × ×A N h w( )tab eff pairs tab eff tab, , (18)

where Npairs is the number of pairs inside the cell. These resistance
parameters can be either measured or obtained from the battery
manufacturer [17]. It is difficult to measure Rc through experiments
and hence, it is often neglected [25]. However Rc has a much larger
value than R, resulting in a significant contribution to the heat
generation of the tab. Similar to the study reported by Yi et at. [49],
in this study Rc is adjusted to get the best modelling fit to the
experimental data, by checking the brass block (cell connector to the
battery cycler) temperature. Table 4 summarises the parameters
applied in this study to evaluate the total heat generation from the tabs.

2.3.2. Thermal parameters
The density of the cell is calculated by dividing the total mass of the

cell by its volume. The thermal conductivity of the cell is orthotropic
due to its layered structure and containing multiple materials with
different thickness and thermal properties. The effective thermal con-
ductivity through the thickness of the cell (x direction), as well as the y
and z direction is given follows [50–53].

⊥ = =
∑
∑

k k
L

x
i

L
k

i
i (19)

= = =
∑
∑=k k k

kL
Ly z

i

i (20)

where ki and Li represents the thermal conductivity as well as the
thickness of the internal layers of the cell. Comparing the calculated kx
with the experimental values reported within the literature (0.15–0.2
W m K/( . )) [54], (0.25W m K/( . )) [55]. However, Eq. (16) is not used to
determine the cross-plane thermal conductivity, given that it neglects
the presence of contact resistances between the cell layers, that would
result in an over prediction in the thermal conductivity value [56]. As
such, literature values for the cross-plane thermal conductivity value
are used. The thermal property values used for the lumped 3D thermal
model are summarised in Table 5.

3. Definition of dataset for the 1-D electrochemical model and the
3-D thermal model

The 1-D electrochemical model parameters can be categorised in to
two groups. The first group includes the physical properties of the
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battery which are fixed in the model and the second group is the dy-
namic parameters which are known to be a function of temperature and
SOC of the battery. This latter subset of parameters are, the reaction
rate (ki), the diffusion coefficient of Li in the solid active materials (Ds i, ),
the diffusion coefficient of Li in the electrolyte (De), the electrolyte ionic
conductivity (κ), open circuit potential and entropy change [57]. A
common approach for temperature dependent parameters is to describe
them by the Arrhenius equation [21,26,45,57–60].

⎜ ⎟= ⎡

⎣
⎢

⎛
⎝

− ⎞
⎠

⎤

⎦
⎥ψ ψ exp

E
R T T

1 1
ref

act ψ

uni ref

,

(21)

where T is the temperature and Runi is the universal gas constant. ψ
represents a general parameter, which can be diffusion coefficient, re-
action rate, ionic conductivity, and Eact ψ, represents the corresponding
activation energy. The magnitude of Eact ψ, shows the sensitivity of the
parameter to the temperature [58]. Among these model variables, the

parameters with strongest temperature dependency are the solid phase
diffusion coefficient and the reaction rate that affects the charge
transfer resistance. The electrochemical model contains a large number
of parameters, which some of those are chemistry dependent whereas
the others are specific to the cell. Table 2 presents the full set of

Table 2
The electrochemical parameters of the 53 Ah pouch cell with NMC chemistry.

Parameters Negative electrode Separator Positive
electrode

Constant parameters
Bruggeman porosity exponent, bruggn 1.5 [22,27]
Universal gas constant, Runi 8.314
Faraday's constant 96485
Design specification
Thickness, L (μm) 74.83a 17a 41.16a

Particle size, rp (μm) 26.2a 10.7a

Volume fraction of the active material, εs 0.58 [22] 0.43 [22]
Volume fraction of the electrolyte, εe 0.32 [22] 0.54 [22] 0.32 [22]
Maximum lithium concentration in the solid phase,

Cs max, ( −mol m )3 

29802b 87593b

Electrolyte lithium concentration, Ce max, ( −mol m )3  1200 [22,27]

Stoichiometry at SOC=1, x y,1 1  0.75b 0.38b

Stoichiometry at SOC=0, x y,0 0  0.05b 0.93b

RSEI ( cmΩ. 2) 20 20

Lithium ion transference number, +t 0 0.363 0.363 0.363

Electrolyte activity coefficient, ±f 1 [27] 1 [27] 1 [27]

Charge transfer coefficient, α 0.5 [27] 0.5 [27]
Dynamic parameters
Lithium diffusion coefficient in the negative

electrode, Ds neg, ( −m s2 1  ) ⎜ ⎟= × ⎛

⎝
− ⎞

⎠
− − − ( )D 3 10 exps neg

Eact
Ds

R T, 13 1 1
298.15

2 (22)

Lithium diffusion coefficient in the positive
electrode, Ds neg, ( −m s2 1  ) ⎜ ⎟= × ⎛

⎝
− ⎞

⎠
− − + ( )D 7 10 exps pos

Eact
Ds

R T, 14 1 1
298.15

2

 
(23)

Lithium diffusion coefficient in the electrolyte, Ds neg,

( −m s2 1  ) ⎜ ⎟= − × − ⎛
⎝

− ⎞
⎠

− ( )D e C3.8037 10 exp( 0.78281 )exp ,e
Eact

De

R T
1 1

298.15
[61]

(24)

Reaction rate in the negative electrode, kneg ( −m s 1  )
⎜ ⎟= ⎛
⎝

− ⎞
⎠

− ( )k k expneg discharge neg
dis Eact

k

R T, 0,
1 1

298.15

2

⎜ ⎟= − ⎛
⎝

− ⎞
⎠

− ( )k k x expexp( 5 )neg charge neg
ch Eact

k

R T, 0,
1 1

298.15

2

(25)

Reaction rate in the positive electrode, kpos ( −m s 1  )
⎜ ⎟= − ⎛
⎝

− ⎞
⎠

− ( )k k y expexp( 5 )pos discharge pos
dis Eact

k

R T, 0,
1 1

298.15

2

⎜ ⎟= ⎛
⎝

− ⎞
⎠

− ( )k k exppos charge pos
ch Eact

k

R T, 0,
1 1

298.15

2

(26)

Electrolyte ionic conductivity, κ ( −S cm 1)
= × − ⎛

⎝
− ⎞

⎠
− ( )κ c Ce exp15.8 . exp( 13472 )e

Eact
κ

R T
1.4 1 1

298.15

2
[27]

(27)

Open circuit potential of the negative electrode = + − + −

− −

−

− −

( )
( ) ( )

U x0.6379 0.5416 exp( 305.5309 ) 0.044 tanh

0.1978 tanh 0.0175 tanh ,

ref neg
x

x x

,
0.1958

0.1088
0.0117

.0529
0.5692

0.0875

[62] (28)

Open circuit potential of the positive electrode = − + − + +U y y y y10.72 23.88 16.77 2.595 4.563,ref pos, 4 3 2 [63] (29)

Local state of charge of the negative electrode, x
= =x SOCneg

Cs surf neg
Cs max neg

, ,
, ,

(30)

Local state of charge of the positive electrode, y = =y SOCpos
Cs surf pos
Cs max pos

, ,
, ,

(31)

a Experiment.
b Estimation.

Table 3
Dimensions of the cell corresponds to Fig. 1.

Domain Height
(mm)

Width
(mm)

Thickness
(mm)

Pouch cell =H 225cell =W 225cell =t 11.8cell
Active area =H 184act =W 208act =t 11.8act
Tab =h 10cone =h 35f

=h 32tab

=W 80tab pos,

=W 80tab neg,

=t 0.725tab pos,

=t 0.464tab neg,
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electrochemical parameters used in this study. The next section elabo-
rates how the parameters were quantified.

The following section presents all the physical and thermal prop-
erties of the cell applied in this study. The detailed dimensions of the
cell are presented in Table 3.

The parameters applied in this study to evaluate the total heat of the
tabs are presented in Table 4.

The thermal property values used for the lumped 3D thermal model
are summarised in Table 5.

4. Experimental derivation of constant model parameters

As discussed within [35,62], out of the large number of electro-
chemical parameters electrode thickness (Li), particle sizes (rp), por-
osity (εi), diffusion coefficient (Di), lithium concentration in the active
materials (Cs max, ) and reaction rate (k )i in both electrodes are found to
be the most crucial ones for modelling. It should be noted that i in-
dicates the domain. Only a subset of the above parameters are directly
measurable, such as (Li) and (rp). Other parameters are difficult to
measure directly, but they may be calculated. For example by mea-
suring the (rp), (Di) can be estimated. Similarly (εi), is difficult to
measure or calculate. However, after estimating that from literature
data, (Cs max, ) can be calculated. Finally, the reaction rates (k )i are ap-
plied as the fitting parameters as they can be neither measured or
calculated. Following the discussion above a set of experiments were
conducted to characterise the cell and find the electrochemical para-
meters. The initial experiments include battery tear down and scanning
electron microscopy (SEM) to find the number of layers, thickness and
dimensions of each layer and the particle sizes.

4.1. Number of layers and thickness

A new cell was discharged only once to 2.7 V at 25 °C from its initial
condition of 50% SOC. The cell was then opened in an argon filled
glovebox (O2 and H2O below 0.1 ppm), and remained there for 24 h for
the electrolyte to evaporate. After this stage, all the layers were de-
tached and the most proper sample including cathode, separator and
anode layers was chosen for measuring the thickness. The measure-
ments were repeated for 3 times and the average value of the thickness
was obtained for further analysis. The maximum measurement error
was 1 μm. The complete procedure is presented in Fig. 2(a,b).

It was observed that the cell was manufactured by sequentially re-
peating the layers in the following format: anode (dual face) + se-
parator + cathode (dual face) + separator + cathode (dual
face) + separator+ … + anode dual face). The cell contained 60 ne-
gative electrodes, 30 negative current collectors, 58 positive electrodes,
58 separators and 29 positive current collectors. The dimensions of the
layers is given in Table 6 and Table 7.

4.2. Particle sizes

A small sample (1× 1 cm) of the negative and positive electrodes
were cut and washed with DMC (di-methyl carbonate) for further use.
SEM images were obtained using a Carl Zeiss Sigma Field Emission
Scanning Electron Microscope (FE-SEM) at 5 kV accelerating voltage in

combination with in-lens detection at working distances of approxi-
mately 2mm. The SEM images of the anode and cathode are presented
in Fig. 3(a,b). The SEM images show a non-uniform particle sizes within
both electrodes, therefore several measurements within the samples
were made and the average sizes were employed for the modelling as
displayed in Table 8.

4.3. Other parameters

The particle sizes were defined based on the average values ob-
tained from SEM images. The performance of the battery is highly de-
pendent on the particle size, likewise the electrochemical model is very
sensitive to this parameter. Therefore, in terms of validity of the model
it is important to use the measured values in the model. On the other
hand, there is a correlation between the particle size and the diffusion
coefficient. The lower limit of the diffusion coefficient in the solid phase
can be defined by the following equation.

=τ t
t

dis

dif (32)

where τ is the dimensionless time and compares the relative rates of the
discharge and diffusion processes, tdis is the discharge time of the cell
until it reaches the cut off voltage. The diffusion time is the required
time for intercalation of the lithium and is a function of particle size as
well as diffusion coefficient, as described by equation (30).

=t
r
Ddif

p

s

2

(33)

For the battery operation not to be limited by the diffusion coeffi-
cient in the solid phase, the dimensionless time has to be higher than
0.2 ( >τ 0.2) [64]. This reveals that for this 53 Ah cell operating up to
5C, the lower limit for the diffusion coefficient in the positive and the
negative electrode is equal to × −4.3 10 14 and × −2.1 10 13 respectively.

Capacity of the positive and negative electrodes (δpos, δneg) are de-
fined below, in accordance with [65].

= −δ ε L A C x x F. . . . ( ). ,pos s pos pos pos smax pos, , 1 0 (34)

= −δ ε L A C y y F. . . . ( ).neg s neg neg neg smax neg, , 0 1 (35)

Ai is the active area of the electrodes and F is the Faraday's constant. x0,
y0 are the initial stoichiometry values for the negative and positive
electrodes respectively at (SOC=0), and x1, y1 represent the stoichio-
metry values at (SOC=1). Assuming that the positive and negative
electrodes have identical capacities equal to that of the cell, Csmax pos, and
Csmax neg, can be found. The reaction rates, kpos  and kneg are the adjusting
parameters to fit the charge and discharge curve obtained from the
experimental measurements.

5. Experimental derivation of dynamic model parameters

The experiments undertaken include the open circuit voltage (OCV)
measurements and capacity test including charge and discharge under
different C-rates at temperatures of 5 °C–45 °C. This was conducted to
find the adjusting parameters (ki), and the activation energy for tem-
perature dependent parameters (Eact ψ, ) in the Arrhenius function and to
validate the 1D electrochemical model. The model parameters as pro-
vided in Table 9.

Finally, the surface temperature of the battery was measured by
employing 10 temperature sensors (as displayed in Figure 1, 8 on the
front (T1-T8) and two at the back surface of the cells (T9, T10)), and a
thermal camera to validate the thermal model. To conduct the experi-
ments, 3 cells were placed in a thermal chamber (Weiss Gallenkamp
Votsch VC3 4060). The air was circulated within the thermal chamber
by an electric fan to keep the temperature constant. The cells were
connected to a commercial cycler namely a Bitrode MCV 16-100-5 to
perform the test protocols. To make a stable connection, the cells were

Table 4
Resistance values applied for the positive and negative tab of the 53 Ah NMC pouch cell.

Parameter Negative tab Positive tab

ρ (Ω. m) [17] 1.68× 10−8 2.54× 10−8

htab eff, (m) 0.077 0.077

Atab eff, (m2) 3.71× 10−5 5.80× 10−5

R (Ω) 3.48× 10−5 3.37× 10−5

Rc (Ω) 3.40× 10−5 6.37× 10−5
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placed horizontally inside the chamber in contact with Acrylic sheets of
12 mm thickness, with the top surface exposed to the air flow, so that
only the underside of the cell is in contact with the sheet. The position
of the cells within the thermal chamber is presented in Fig. 4.

5.1. OCV measurement

The open circuit voltage was collected from the cells potential
measurements during a 1C discharge from 100% to 0% SOC. 0% SOC
corresponds to when the cut off voltage of 2.7 was reached. The cells
were discharged for 144s (0.04% SOC) at each single step accompanied
by 4 h rest period. The terminal voltage of the cells was measured at the
end of the rest periods. The OCV of the cells were measured during the
discharge process at 5, 25 and 45°C to find the entropic coefficients

contributing to the reversible heat. Entropy measurements for either
individual electrodes or full cell of different chemistries determines that
the entropy magnitude and its deviation by SOC for one cell can sig-
nificantly differ from one another [42]. Looking at OCV deviation of the
cells by temperature (displayed in section 6.1.1, Fig. 6(b)) over the
discharge events, the entropy effect can be achieved. The trend is si-
milar to the one presented by Viswanathan et. Al [42]. It is seen that for
(SOC > 0.7), the entropy variation is positive indicating that the re-
action is endothermic, and for (SOC < 0.7), entropy variation over
temperature is negative, proving an exothermic reaction. The magni-
tude of entropy significantly increases for (SOC > 0.9). This confirms
that the entropic heat is more noticeable at the end of discharge. The
averaged entropy value over a full discharge event is equal to −0.64
(mV K/ ), which is negligible compared to the irreversible heat.

5.2. Charge and discharge

Each discharge rate measurement requires initialisation steps to
precondition the cell before the measurement. At the first step the cells
were discharged under a constant 1C discharge rate until a cut off
voltage of 2.7V was reached. Then it was followed by a 4 h rest period
to allow the cell to equilibrate [3,66]. Afterwards the cells were
charged under a constant current-constant voltage (CC-CV) method.

Table 5
Thermal parameters used for the 53 Ah NMC pouch cell.

Material/
component

Density ρ
(kg m/ 3)

Heat capacity Cp

(J kg K/( . ))
Thermal conductivity k
(W m K/( . ))

Pouch cell 2551.7 1100 =k 0.28x [36]
=k 28y =k 28z

Fig. 2. (a) Tear down of the 53 Ah NMC pouch cell, (b) Instruments for measuring the thickness of the layers.
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The CC section is followed by a 1C charge until the voltage reaches to
3.6 V and for the CV section, the voltage is held at 3.6 V until the
current drops to C/20 [3]. Again a rest period of 4 h was applied for the
cells, afterwards they were discharged until a cut of voltage of 2.7V was
reached. The cells were discharged under constant discharge rates
(0.5C, 1C, 2C, 3C and 5C), noting that 5C is the maximum discharge
rate recommended by the manufacture. In total, 30 separate discharge
test conditions were evaluated. For the charge procedure, likewise the
discharge protocol, the cells need an initialisation step before the
measurement started. That included a constant discharge until the cut
off voltage of 2.7 V was reached, followed by a 4 h rest period. After-
wards the three fully discharged cells were charged at 5°C–45°C, fol-
lowing a CC-CV method at different C-rates, (0.5C, 1C and 2C). The 2C
charge rate is the maximum limit recommended by the manufacturer.
In total, 15 separate charge test conditions were evaluated. The term-
inal voltage of the cells were recorded at every second during both the
charge and discharge events. The summary of the test protocols is
displayed in Table 10.

The voltage response of the cells for the above discharge and charge
protocols indicates that the cells behave very similarly during the whole
process for the various range of ambient temperatures (5°C–45 °C).
Therefore, only the results for cell 1 are presented here. The voltage of
the cell during charge and discharge over different C-rates as well as
ambient temperature is illustrated in Fig. 5(a,b). It is observed that as

the temperature increases both the voltage and capacity of the cell in-
crease. As discussed within section 1, this is due to the dependency of
the electrochemical resistances to the temperature. It is known that the
cells exhibit a very high resistance at low temperature which can be
attributed to the slow kinetics of the cell reaction [67], whereas the
resistance significantly decreases as the temperature rises. The

Table 6
Thickness of the individual layers inside the 53 Ah NMC pouch cell.

Parameter Measurement 1 (mm) Measurement 2 (mm) Measurement 3 (mm) Average (mm)

2× Lcc pos, 0.027 0.025 0.023 0.025
2× Lcc neg, 0.015 0.018 0.015 0.016
2× Lcc pos, +2 × Lpos+2 × Lsep 0.14 0.143 0.143 0.142
Lsep 0.018 0.017 0.017 0.0173
2× Lcc neg, +2 × Lneg 0.169 0.163 0.165 0.1656

Table 7
Average values for the thickness and area of all subdomains inside the 53 Ah pouch cell.

Domain Thickness (μm) Area (mm ×mm)

Negative current collector (cc neg, ) 8 208×188
Negative active material (neg) 74.83 208×188
Separator (sep) 17 204×184
Positive active material (pos) 41.16 204×184
Positive current collector (cc pos, ) 12.5 204×184

Fig. 3. SEM images of, (a) the negative active material (graphite) and, (b) The positive active material (NMC).

Table 8
The particle size of the negative and positive electrode obtained through SEM.

Measurement Anode
rp neg,

(μm)

Cathode
rp pos,

(μm)

1 19.5 8.9
2 25.1 10.02
3 28.1 11.3
4 32.2 12.5
Average 26.2 10.7

Table 9
Reaction rates and the activation energy of the dynamic parameters defined through
experiments.

Parameter Value

Discharge reaction rate, k neg
dis
0, , k pos

dis
0, × −5 10 10,

× −2.5 10 10

Charge reaction rate, k neg
ch
0, , k pos

ch
0, × −1.2 10 9,

× −6 10 10

Activation energy – solid phase diffusion coefficient, −Eact
Ds , +Eact

Ds

( −J mol 1  )

35000

EActivation energy – electrolyte diffusion coefficient, act
De            ( −J mol 1  ) 10000

Activation energy – reaction rates, Eact
k ( −J mol 1  ) 20000

Activation energy – electrolyte ionic conductivity, Eact
κ ( −J mol 1  ) 20000
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temperature effect is more pronounced at high C-rates, where the cell
over potential is higher.

6. Results and discussions

By applying the thermal and electrochemical parameters, a general
parametric battery model was constructed. However, the underpinning
model and experimental methods can be applied for batteries of dif-
ferent sizes or chemistries by reparametrizing the model. The following
sections present the validation of the electrochemical and thermal
model for the 53 Ah NMC cell. Moreover, variation of capacity and
power over the ambient temperature is futher discussed.

6.1. Verification of the model

6.1.1. OCV tests/charge and discharge
The OCV of the cell is defined as the difference between the po-

tential of the positive and the negative electrode. Ideally, the OCV is
measured for each electrode separately. However, in this study the
theoretical equations, presented in Table 2, were employed to represent
the potential of each electrode locally. Then, the obtained OCV from the
mathematical model was compared with the cell level measured OCV at
25 °C, as presented in Fig. 6(a). Variation of the OCV over the ambient
temperature from experimental measurements is shown in Fig. 6(b).
The terminal voltage of the battery under different constant charge and
discharge rates at 25°C is presented in Fig. 6(b,c). The simulation data
refers to the predicted voltage from the mathematical model and the
experimental data were collected during cell operation. The results
show the validity of the model for the whole operating range of the cell.

The total error can be obtained as follows:

=
−

×error
V V

V
% 100sim exp

exp
 

(36)

Vsim is the terminal voltage obtained from the model and Vexp is the
measured voltage. The results show a satisfactory agreement between
the simulation and experimental data, with 5.7%, 6.4% and 1.2% peak
error for OCV, discharge and charge events at 25°C. The accuracy of the
model is comparable to other published studies as in general they show
a higher inaccuracy at low SOC (below 0.2) or high C-rates [8,68–70].

6.1.2. Temperature
The results obtained from the thermal model were compared with

those obtained from the experiments. A fully charged cell was dis-
charged under 3C and 5C at 25°C . A FLIR T440 thermal camera re-
corded the surface temperature during the process. Fig. 7(a,b) compares
the numerical results with the obtained experimental data. The model
accurately predicts the temperature profile with a 6% error in peak
temperature at the end of discharge for both 3C and 5C. The error can
be attributed to either the assumption of uniform heat generation
within the cell body or the accuracy of the thermal boundary condi-
tions. The hot spots are generally expected to be close to the positive
tab [13,47,71] whereas both the experimental and simulation results
show that the hot spot is close to the cell centre in this study. The same
phenomenon has been already reported by Grandjean et at. [3]. This is
due to the large brass blocks, connecting the tabs to the cycler, which
act as a heat sink, drawing the heat from the cell via conduction and
dissipate it to the environment via convection [3]. To ensure that this is
the case, a new set of simulations were conducted eliminating the brass
block as presented in the third row of Fig. 7(a,b), (a9-a12, b9-b12). It is
observed that at 3C until t= 800s the hot spot is close to the positive
tab and it eventually moves towards the cell centre by the end of dis-
charge. This is a similar observation to the results of Veth et al., where
the migration of the hotspot occurs due to the effect of convective
cooling on the edges of the cell [72]. Whereas during the 5C discharge
the positive tab is always the hot spot. That is because the heat gen-
eration of the tab increases at a rate equal to the square of the current,
its contribution to the total heat generation is therefore more pro-
nounced.

6.2. Validation of the model - drive-cycle simulation/experimental work

Different charge and discharge protocols at different ambient

Fig. 4. (a) The position of the cells in the thermal chamber at 5°C–45°C , (b) Cells connections and insulation.

Table 10
Charge and discharge test protocols of the 53 Ah cell at different ambient temperatures.

Temperature C-rate

0.5C 1C 2C 3C 4C 5C

5°C D & C D & C D & C D D D
°15 C D & C D & C D & C D D D

25°C D & C D & C D & C D D D
35°C D & C D & C D & C D D D
45°C D & C D & C D & C D D D
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Fig. 5. (a) The voltage of the Xalt 53 Ah cell during discharge under (0.5–5C), and (b) Charge under (0.5–2C), at (5 °C −45 °C) ambient temperature.
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temperatures help to understand the existing correlation between the
battery resistance, load current as well as ambient temperature.
However, to obtain a realistic estimation of the battery performance
under various conditions, two drive cycles were applied, namely WLTP
Class 3 and a high performance EV drive cycle. The methodology for
construction of the EV race duty cycle is beyond the scope of this paper,
however, details behind its derivation is discussed further in Ref. [37].
The tests started at initial SOC=100% for both drive cycles and a final
SOC of 0.2 and 0.05 was reached at the end of the race and WLTP Class
3 cycles respectively. The current profile, terminal voltage, total heat
generation, SOC and maximum surface temperature (T6 as displayed in
Fig. 1) of the cells corresponding to the race and WLTP cycle at different
ambient temperatures, (5 °C, 25 °C and 45 °C) is presented in Fig. 8(a,b).
The results for the race cycle reveal that there is a significant voltage
drop at 5 °C compared to 25°C and 45 °C operating temperature, espe-
cially at the beginning of the drive cycle until t= 800s, after that the
rate of voltage reduction is monotonic. This can be attributed to the
self-heating effect which causes a temperature rise in the cell and
therefore reduces the internal resistance [6]. The heat generation fol-
lows the same trend as the terminal voltage as it is proportional to the
voltage drop. The time averaged heat generation value is equal to
49.5W at 5 °C while it drops to 30.3 W and 28.5W at 25 and 45 °C
ambient temperatures respectively, corresponds to 38.8% and 42.4%
heat reduction. It is clear that low operating temperatures significantly
deteriorates battery performance. It is noteworthy that even though
higher operating temperatures are desirable in terms of power and
capacity improvement, its impact for long term operation is not bene-
ficial as it is known to accelerate battery aging [6,73]. The maximum
surface temperature of the cells at the end of the race cycle where the
SOC reaches to 0.2 is equal to 33.7°C , 44,6°C and 62.6 °C at 5°C, 25°C
and 45 °C ambient temperatures respectively. The maximum tempera-
ture elevation is equal to 28.7 °C for 5 °C environmental conditions. This
reduces to 19.6°C and 17.6°C under 25°C and 45 °C operational tem-
peratures. As seen, the response of the battery to the load current is very

different at low temperatures while the difference is not noticeable for
temperatures above 25 °C. This further reinforces the importance of
controlling the operating temperature of the battery, to avoid both high
internal resistance as well as accelerated degradation rate.

Comparing the numerical and experimental terminal voltage of the
cell corresponding to the race cycle, it is seen that the model can predict
the cell behaviour very accurately during the whole cycle. At 25°C
ambient temperature, the peak and average error is equal to 2% and
0.5% respectively. The model captures the cell voltage at 45°C accu-
rately, with 1.7% peak error along with 0.5% average error. It is seen
that at 5°C, there is a deviation between the voltages at the beginning of
the cycle until t= 500s. In addition, the numerical voltage during the
charge process is slightly higher from t= 1000s until the end of the
duty cycle. This can be partly attributed to the OCV variation at 5°C
compared to 25°C. Moreover as highlighted within section 1, the
electrochemical parameters are highly temperature dependent, and the
resistance of the cell behaves very differently at lower temperatures
[67]. This phenomenon might not be fully captured through inclusion
of the Arrhenius function to the equations. The peak error is equal to
16.1% at t= 363s, and the average error is 2.3% which is acceptable as
the model covers a wide range of currents and temperatures.

For WLTP Class 3 which is more representative of urban and com-
muter operation than the high performance EV cycle, the batteries start
operation at 100% SOC. The battery response to WLTP drive cycle is
shown in Fig. 8(b). The measurements confirm that even with a gentle
drive cycle the battery performance is very poor at low ambient tem-
peratures. The low voltage of the cell at 5 °C leads to a higher heat
generation, 13.8 W which is almost twice of that at 25 °C, equal to
6.3W . By rising the ambient temperature, the heat generation reduces
further however the variation is not significant, equal to 5.1W at 45 °C
which is a 19% deduction. The maximum surface temperature of the
batteries (T6, displayed in Fig. 1), at the end of WLTP cycle, at 5% SOC
is equal to 21.2°C, 34.5°C and 52.4 °C at 5°C, 25°C and 45 °C respec-
tively. Moreover, the corresponding temperature rise of the cell surface

Fig. 6. (a) Comparison between the mathematical and the experimental OCV of the cell, (b) OCV variation over ambient temperature, model validation under (c) Discharge and, (d)
Charge, at 25 °C ambient temperature.
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Fig. 7. Temperature evolution of the 53 Ah cell during a, (a) 3C discharge event and (b) 5C discharge event at 25°C . The first row, (a1-a4, b1-b4) shows the surface temperature of the cell
obtained from the thermal camera, the second row, (a5-a8, b5-b8) is the simulation results with the same setup as the experiment. The simulation results at the third row, (a9-a12, b9-b12)
are obtained by eliminating the brass connector, connecting the cells to the cycler.
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is equal to 16.2, 9.5 and 7.4 °C. Similar to the race cycle the model
prediction for 25°C and 45°C is accurate, but a larger deviation is ob-
served at 5°C . The peak error for WLTP cycle at 5°C, 25°C and 45°C is
equal to 12.1%, 5.3% and 2.7% versus an average error of 1.2%, 0.8%
and 0.7% respectively. The error rises as the SOC decreases, especially
for WLTP after 5000s where the SOC reduces to circa: 0.2. Knowing that
a typical SOC range for EVs is between 0.2 and 0.8, to avoid overcharge
or overdischarge [74], the peak error for (SOC<0.2) can be elimi-
nated. The accuracy of the current model is comparable to a recent
study published by Farag et at. [28], covering a broad range of C-rates
and temperatures.

6.3. Capacity and power

The capacity of the cell (obtained from the model and experiments)
as a function of C-rate and ambient temperature is presented in
Table 11. As seen, the model prediction for >T °C15amb is fairly well
with 4.8% error, whereas a larger error is observed at 5°C, equal to
12.3% at 0.5C. It is seen that the capacity increases as the temperature
rises but its rate is not monotonic. Under 0.5C discharge, by increasing
Tamb from 5°C to 45 °C the capacity increases by 20.6% while the in-
crease rate is equal to 10.7% under 4C discharge event. In general, at
low ambient temperatures the cell resistance is much higher and this
leads to a lower power and capacity. However, due to the self-heating

Fig. 8. Comparison between the experimental and the numerical terminal voltage corresponding to the 53 Ah cell under, (a) Race cycle, (b) WLTP class 3 cycle at 5°C , 25°C and 45°C .
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effect the capacity loss is less significant at higher C-rates, as seen in
Fig. 5, and reported in Table 11.

The power output of the cells under continuous discharge conditions
as well as duty cycles at different ambient temperatures are presented
in Table 12. A maximum deviation of 6.3% is observed between the
simulation and experimental data at 5°C ambient under 5C discharge
rate. The results show that by decreasing the temperature from 45°C to
5°C the power loss is around 9.2% under 5C discharge and it becomes
less significant as the current decreases, equal to 3.6% under 0.5C
discharge. Moreover, the corresponding power loss is around 5.23%
under the race cycle along with 7.57% under WLTP drive cycle.

7. Further work

The primary objective of this study was to present a systematic
approach to fully parametrise and validate a large format cell and to
introduce the full data set for it which has rarely been published within
the literature. The underpinning methodology for experimental para-
meterisation, verification and model structure are deemed to be gen-
eric. However, the authors acknowledge that further research is re-
quired to quantify the performance of the cell model and its
transferability to other cell chemistries and form factors. In this study
the model is based on coupling of the 1D electrochemical and 1D
thermal model to reduce the computational cost. Further the developed

Fig. 8. (continued)
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model is combined with a 3D thermal model sequentially to predict the
temperature distribution in the cell scale. However, this assumption is
valid as long as there is no active cooling in the system. It should be
mentioned that to design a TMS, the two-way coupling between the 1D
and 3D model is required, which will be considered in the future. The
next stage of the research is to increase the accuracy of the model by
OCV measurement of the single electrodes at different ambient tem-
peratures rather than using literature data, along with introducing en-
tropic terms of the individual electrodes instead of cell scale entropy
measurement. This refinement will enable the model to predict the
voltage and capacity of the cell more precisely, especially for low am-
bient temperatures. The second avenue of further study is to employ the
now validated model for module and pack level research, by ag-
gregating different cell models together to form a complete simulation
of a battery assembly. As part of this work, a conceptual architecture of

a battery pack design employing 53 Ah cells that has the equivalent
electrical performance attributes to the TESLA S pack assembly is being
designed. The impact of load imbalances within a parallel string on the
temperature variation will be investigated and subsequently published.
Moreover, novel thermal management systems will be introduced to the
simulation in order to investigate different strategies to effectively re-
move the heat from such large format battery cells.

8. Conclusions

Using a P2D electrochemical approach coupled with a 1D and 3D
lumped thermal model, this study presents a fully validated model of a
large format 53 Ah for a wide range of continuous charge (0.5C-2C),
discharge (0.5C-5C), and drive cycles (race cycle and WLTP class 3),
under 5°C–45°C ambient temperature. Formulation of the model is

Table 11
The capacity variation of the 53Ah cell over different C-rates and ambient temperatures. Sim corresponds to simulation
results and exp represents the experimental data.

Table 12
The Power variation of the 53Ah cell over different C-rates and ambient temperatures. Sim corresponds to
simulation results and exp represents the experimental data.
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supported by a comprehensive set of experiments, for quantifying key
parameters and for model validation. In addition, the full parameter-set
for the model and the experimental methods employed, which are not
normally included in the literature, are provided ensuring the model is
a valuable resource to underpin further research.

Simulation results highlight that battery performance is highly de-
pendent on ambient temperature. By decreasing the ambient tempera-
ture from 45°C to 5 °C the available capacity drops by 17.1% and 7.8%
under 0.5C and 5C discharge respectively. Moreover, the corresponding
power loss is found to be: 5.23% under the race cycle along with 7.57%
under WLTP drive cycle. The increased internal resistance of the cell
leads to 73% rise in heat generation under the race cycle along with a
119% increase under the WLTP duty cycle. Based on the results, one
conclusion is that it is best to keep the operating temperature above
25°C as lower temperatures can lead to a considerable capacity loss,
whilst for temperatures above 25°C the capacity gain is not significant.
The upper limit for the temperature is defined by the aging rate and
found to be around 35°C by a number of different researchers.
Therefore, to keep a compromise between the battery performance and
aging a temperature range of 25°C–35°C is recommended which is
slightly different with the existing literature values, defined within a
range of 15°C–35°C.

Overall, response dependency of lithium-ion battery to operating
conditions underpins the value of the detailed performance of the cell
under specific conditions. For example, safety and reliability of the cell
can be improved, knowing how quickly the cell reaches to the cut-off
temperature so that potential hazards such as thermal runaway can be
avoided. Moreover, the existing correlation between the temperature
and the achievable capacity, power and usable lifetime can help us
extend the vehicle range and reduce the cost of the battery pack.
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